The economic data usually can be also composed into a deterministic part and a random part. We establish ordinary differential equations (ODE) model for the deterministic part from a purely mathematical point of view, via the principle of integral and difference, establishing ( ) ARIMA p d q , , model for the random part, to combine the two established models to predict and control the original series, then we apply the method to study the population of China from 1978 to 2007, establishing the corresponding mathematical model, to obtain the forecast data of the population of China in 2008(1.3879503 billion), finally we make further stability analysis.
Introduction
A lot of time series (as economic data) can be regarded as a discretization of continuous-time process. if a time series Y possesses biology background, we can establish a differential equations model for Y in accordance with the growth rate, for example, suppose that constant L is the growth limit of the variable Y , the rate of growth dY dt / is proportional to Y or L Y − ; suppose that the relative rate of growth (
or ln ln
L Y −
; some simple growth models can be established respectively, such as the Logistic model, Gompertz model [1] and so on, they are called the growth mechanism models. In general, a time series 0 1 t Q t n , = , ,..., , can be decomposed into two parts [2] : a deterministic part 
where t F is usually described by the trend, seasonal and cyclic term, and t h is described by a more complex stochastic approach. In this paper, we ignore specific economic backgrounds of variable, from a purely mathematical point of view, to establish differential equations model for the discrete-time series We now view ( ) ( )
as a continuous case, because of
we just need to solve out ( ) Z t from (3), so,
In a general way, suppose that the original time series is 0 ( ) 
We just need to solve out
It is usually difficult to find F f , ,but, we can consider to establish the multiple linear (or nonlinear) regression model. Given a significance level α (for example, 0 05 α = . ),if the significance test for the regression equation can be established, we can find the corresponding differential equations at 1-α confidence level, which can explain the reasonable degree for the established differential equations. The adjusted R-squared ( 2 R ) or goodness-of-fit can describe the fitting degree of good or bad. We call 0 F = the main model. for the residual series t ε ,we test that it is or isn't random by some test methods, if it isn't a pure random series(such as white-noise series [4] ), it shows that there exists some valuable information hid in residual series, the information should be extracted out from the residual series by making use of the B-J method [5] , at this time, we shall establish the model for residual series, It is called as the auxiliary model. Finally, we combine the main model and the auxiliary model to forecast.
Empirical Analysis Application
We study the Chinese population data[6] from 1978 to 2007, the total number of sample observations is 21, see 
Analyse the Relationship Between the Original Series and its Cumulative Series
The scatter plot of t Z and t R is such as fig.3 .We establish regression model below fig.2 : the cumulative sum series X F-statistics=647.2. Prob = 0.0000<0.05. the significant test for coefficients and the whole regression equation were resulted. We think that the Chinese population data from 1978 to 2005 can be described by (5) at 95% confidence level, Goodness-of-fit reaches 98.6%. However, DW= 1.317 shows existence of autocorrelation in the residual series, It shows that there are still some valuable information not to be extracted out from the residual series, so we will establish the model for the residual series. fig.3 : the scatter plot of R and Z fig.4 : the fitting and residuals plot of R and Z
Establish the Main Model-Differential Equations Model
It follows from (2), (4)and (5)
by formula [7] ,when , so exp(14 296 1 074 tan( 69 519)) 8 624 
